Single-Mode vs. Multi-Mode Fibre
What is the difference between Single-Mode & Multi-Mode Fibre?
Fibre optic communication uses pulses of light to transmit data through optical fibre. Mode is the term used to describe the pate light
waves take inside of the fibre core.
Multi-Mode fibre has a relatively large core made with multiple glass fibres. This core allows multiple paths (modes) for light propagation.
It is perfectly suited for 10Gbps LAN applications.
Single-Mode fibre is built with relatively narrow, single glass fibre which allows for transmission of a single light wave or mode. It is
designed to eliminate as much signal distortion as possible for long-haul applications. Single-Mode characteristically carries large
bandwidth and can travel extremely long distances, but at a much higher cost.
The applications for Multi-Mode and Single-Mode fibre are very different. While fibre cables themselves are generally similar in cost,
Multi-Mode is often much cheaper in application. This is because Multi-Mode equipment requires inexpensive components used for optics
transmission. The larger fibre core can capture light easily – contrasted with Single-Mode fibre equipment which needs specialty laser
emitters and alignment devices to inject the narrow beam through the smaller diameter core with precision. Multi-Mode fibre assemblies
are also less sensitive to bending constraints than Single-Mode and are better suited for temporary install applications. With Multi-Mode,
cable, maintenance and changing or altering connections is much easier making it a superior option for entertainment networking.

Benefits of Quad-core Rock & Roll Tactical fibre from TMB
TMB has standardized ProPlex fibre cable assemblies with Multi-Mode quad-core Rock & Roll Tactical fibre and opticalCON QUAD or
Duo connectors. We have decided this for a few reasons:
▪
▪
▪
▪

The symmetrical quad configuration protects the individual fibres from crushing better than the side by side configuration dualcore fibres that can twist on top of each other
Additional cores are relatively inexpensive, and only have a small additional cost over dual core fibre
Kevlar inners around the individual fibers provide strength and stability to the overall longevity of the cable
When paired with a breakout assembly, it is possible to combine or split various signals with a lot more flexibility

We offer Rock & Roll Tactical Single-Mode quad and also12-core fibre, as well as customizable 4 and 12-way Breakout Assemblies. Also
Fanout Assemblies with heavy-duty reinforced armored transitions for added protection over each individual core.
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